CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

With CashOnTime Collection, Sewan structured its recovery
actions and cut its aged balance threefold

“ We got great support from the DIMO Software teams. The benefits of
CashOnTime Collection are clear and you get a very fast return on
investment.

”

The Sewan Administrative and Financial Director
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The Sewan teams were quickly won over by DIMO
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Implementation carried out at lightning speed
There were just two months between Sewan’s decision
to buy CashOnTime Collection and its implementation
there.
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outstanding sums! Thanks to the implementation of
CashOnTime Collection and the structuring of our

has had on Sewan’s cash flow. ‘When we were

recovery actions, we cut our outstanding sums by two
thirds. We are now proud to have a normal aged

Responsiveness & productivity
Every day at 2:00 PM, CashOnTime Collection is

balance. The benefits of CashOnTime Collection are
clear and you get a very fast return on investment,’

updated with the payments received in the morning.
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according to customer type. The Collections Manager
now just has to confirm by batch to send reminders (pre
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CashOnTime Collection has become a vital tool for
Sewan Communications: ‘CashOnTime Collection is my
work tool. Today, I wouldn’t be able to do my job
without it,’ says the Collections Manager. ‘It allows me
to concentrate on the most complex tasks and those
that add the most value to our business. The time
savings are considerable.’

Find out more at www.cashontime.com

